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Google Classroom:  Posting Options



Options for Posting in GC
Assignments:  Post an assignment; include attachments (for viewing or 
individual copy); save a draft; schedule a posted assignment; turn in 
assignments; emails sent to students

Announcements:  For informational purposes; not an assignment to turn in; 
can include attachments or links; emails sent to students

Questions:  similar to a blog; post a question and students respond; students 
can see each other’s responses and can comment (if allowed)
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Getting the Most from Posts--Option #1
Option #1:

Post classroom assignments each day.  List posts by date and include all activities and attachments; 
similar to a daily lesson plan



Getting the Most from Posts--Option #2
Option #2:

Post classroom assignments as needed.  List posts according to lesson needs, not necessarily 
daily.



Getting the Most from Posts--Features
When creating posts, be as detailed as possible.  This helps with organization in GC and will assist 
if the parent/guardian feature is used. 

Titles:  Be specific; provide necessary info
● Avoid:  “Notes”; “Homework” 
● Try:  “Georgia Gov’t--Ch. 12 Guided Notes”

Instructions:  Use this option!  It only takes a few seconds longer to provide specific directions.  
Parents can see this with the guardian option, so explain the details of the assignment.

Due Dates/Times:  If the assignment has a deadline, use this feature.  This sends reminders to 
students (and parents)  of upcoming deadlines or notifies them if the assignment is missing or 
late.



Features--Topics for Easy Organization & Searches
By adding topics, teachers 
and students can sort the 
assignments and search 
for specific types of posts.



Features--Examples
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Using Lightspeed to Control Access on Assignments
Teachers can control student Internet access while students are working on an assignment in 
Classroom.

For example, if students are taking a quiz or test, teachers can disable all access except the 
assignment to ensure academic integrity.



Google Classroom:  Parent/Guardian Options



GC Parent/Guardian Notification Option
Teachers can provide access to GC posts if parents CHOOSE to accept the invitation.  Parents 
cannot see the student’s work, but they can see what teachers have posted.  

Parents can choose the frequency of GC notifications just like PowerSchool.  It can be a daily 
email or a weekly email.

Click the “People” tab. 



WHY invite guardians?
This option puts the responsibility on the parent/guardian.  It’s THEIR choice 
to accept a teacher’s invitation to see what assignments/announcements are 
posted in GC.  

If they accept and choose to receive emails, they will have a better 
understanding of what their child is studying and learning in your 
classroom--without you having to send any information at all.  They will be 
able to ask their student about specific assignments and concepts--opening 
dialogue between the parent and child first, without relying on the teacher 
to provide any information.



How difficult is it to set up the parent access 
option?
NOT difficult at all…  All teachers need to do is enter the parent email and 
send the invite.  However, it’s easier if multiple teachers are using GC as 
their platform.

If one teacher enters the parent email info from PS or Gmail, that info is 
stored for that student in ALL GC classes.  Once the invite email is sent and 
confirmed from one class, that parent will get updates from ALL classes.



Settings in GC
To choose options for the class in GC, click the Setting icon.



Turning on parent notifications
Teachers MUST enable the notification option in GC so that parents can receive emails once they 
accept the invitation.  Click on the “Class Setting” option to access this...



Parent Invitation
The parent will receive an email invitation from the teacher, with the option to 
Accept the invitation. 



Parent Invitation
After accepting the invitation, the parent will choose the frequency for 
receiving email summaries--daily or weekly. 



How does this help classroom instruction?
When parents can see what their child is learning via the email updates, they 
can support both their student and the teacher.  Instead of just telling parents 
to “Check Google Classroom”--which they cannot access without their student’s 
log-in and password--they are provided with the overview and can specifically 
ask their student about instruction and lessons.  


